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Atlas with whose organization and fighting qualities
they were very familiar   This was a profound mistake
The attack began a fortnight earlier than Marshal
Lyautey had anticipated   Along the whole front from
Fez to Taza the Riffis advanced with an elan and regard
to military science that surprised every one.   Some of
the posts gave way at once, tribes in the rear rose, the
reinforcements asked for not having all arrived, there
were no more than ten battalions available for man-
oeuvre; and the situation became serious in the extreme
But fortunately the authorities in French Morocco knew
how to keep their heads in a crisis, and Lyautey and
General de Chambrun organized the army into three
groups, western, centre and eastern, which by dint of
hard fighting relieved many of the besieged posts and
drove the Riffis back    Even the veteran troops of the
Foreign Legion were surprised by the resistance the
Riffis showed, and it was some time, in spite of the
skilful way the columns were handled, before the danger
to Fez was removed    The Jibah tribes now entered the
fray,  pressing  home  a   determined  onslaught  that
reached almost to the walls of Wazzan, and then Abd-
el-Krim, like a skilful commander, finding the way
barred, transferred his main army to the Taza front
At the end of June a fierce attack placed Taza in such
grave danger that the weight of military opinion was in
favour of a withdrawal from the town    Lyautey knew,
however, that if he abandoned this vital spot it would
deal such a blow to French prestige as to endanger the
whole position in  Morocco, for though the Berber
kaids had up to now displayed unflinching loyalty, and
sent harkas composed of their clansmen to support him
—thereby triumphantly vindicating his Berber policy
—such a disaster would be trying them too high.   At

